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[FeFe]-hydrogenases are superior hydrogen conversion catalysts. They bind an active-site 
cofactor (H-cluster) comprising a four-iron and a diiron unit with three carbon monoxide 
(CO) and two cyanide (CN-) ligands. Hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) binding at the H-cluster 
was studied in the C169A variant of [FeFe]-hydrogenase HYDA1, in comparison to the active 
oxidized (Hox) and CO-inhibited (Hox-CO) species in wildtype enzyme. 57Fe labeling of the 
diiron site was achieved by in vitro maturation with a synthetic analogue (57Fe2(µ-
adt)(CO)4(CN
-)2, adt = (SCH2)2NH). Site-selective X-ray absorption, emission, and nuclear 
inelastic/forward scattering methods and infrared spectroscopy were combined with quantum 
chemical calculations to determine the molecular and electronic structure and vibrational 
dynamics of detected cofactor species. Hox reveals an apical vacancy at Fed in a [4Fe4S-
2Fe]3- complex with the net spin on Fed whereas Hox-CO shows an apical CN
- at Fed in a 
[4Fe4S-2Fe(CO)]3- complex with net spin sharing among Fep and Fed (proximal or distal iron 
ions in [2Fe]). At ambient O2 pressure, a novel H-cluster species (Hox-O2) accumulated in 
C169A, assigned to a [4Fe4S-2Fe(O2)]
3- complex with an apical superoxide (O2
-) ligand 
carrying the net spin bound at Fed. H2 exposure populated a two-electron reduced species 
(HhydH) in C169A, assigned as a [(H)4Fe4S-2Fe(H)]3- complex with the net spin on the 
reduced cubane, an apical hydride at Fed, and a proton at a sulfur atom of a cysteine ligand. 
Hox-O2 and HhydH are stabilized by impaired O2
- protonation or proton release after H2 
cleavage due to interruption of the proton path towards and out of the active site. Protonation 







 Hydrogen (H2) is an attractive fuel for a sustainable and carbon-free future energy 
economy [1, 2]. However, efficient synthetic H2 conversion catalysts based on abundant 
transition metals are relatively rare [3, 4]. [FeFe]-hydrogenases are nature´s most effective H2 
conversion catalysts [5-7]. Their active site consists of a six-iron cofactor (H-cluster), which 
represents a potential blueprint for chemical systems [8-12]. The interrelations between redox 
chemistry and protolytic events during H2 conversion and oxygen (O2) induced inactivation at 
the cofactor thus need to be understood. The smallest [FeFe]-hydrogenase, HYDA1 from 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, carries only the H-cluster [7, 13], but no further relay iron-sulfur 
clusters as bacterial enzymes. It therefore is superior for spectroscopic studies on the 
mechanism. Crystallography has indicated that the H-cluster structure is alike in all [FeFe]-
hydrogenase types [14-16].  
 The H-cluster comprises a canonical cubane-type iron-sulfur cluster, [4Fe4S], which is 
covalently linked to a unique diiron complex, [2Fe] (Fig. 1). The two iron ions of [2Fe] (in 
distal, d, or proximal, p, positions relative to [4Fe4S]) are connected by an aza-dimethyl-
dithiolate molecule (adt = (SCH2)2NH) and bind two terminal carbon monoxide (CO) and 
cyanide (CN-) ligands, as well as a metal-bridging CO (µCO) in the oxidized state (Hox) of 
the cofactor [16-18]. Binding of an exogenous CO ligand at Fed to form Hox-CO reversibly 
inhibits H2 turnover activity [19, 20]. Exposure of [FeFe]-hydrogenases in solution to O2 
causes rapid cofactor degradation [21-23]. Based on the O2 resistance of freeze-dried enzymes 
and kinetic studies, the deleterious O2 effects may be coupled to proton transfer [24-28].  
The cofactor is embedded in a hydrogen-bonded network of amino acids and water 
molecules (Fig. 1) [7, 16, 29], which provides conserved proton pathways to the cofactor [7, 
29-32]. In particular, the amino acid Cys169 is crucial for proton transfer, because exchange 
of Cys169 against alanine (C169A) results in an inactive enzyme [32]. H-bonding and protein 
vibrational dynamics may also be involved in determining the orientation in the binding 
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pocket and coordination geometry of the cofactor during substrate and inhibitor binding [7, 
20, 33]. Spectroscopic studies have revealed a variety of H-cluster species that emerge upon 
reduction of Hox. One-electron reduced (Hred, Hred´) and two-electron reduced species 
(Hsred, “Hhyd”) were discriminated [29, 30, 34-43]. How these species are involved in the 
catalytic cycle, however, is still under debate. The two-electron reduced species have been 
proposed to bind hydride at [2Fe], either in the metal-bridging (Hsred) or in apical position at 
Fed (“Hhyd”) [30, 35, 37, 38, 40, 42]. Further protonation events at the H-cluster as in 
[NiFe]-hydrogenases are conceivable [44-48]. We have previously assigned protonation at 
[4Fe4S] in Hred´, as well as in equivalents of the oxidized and CO-inhibited H-cluster 
species, which are formed at acidic pH [29]. 
Reduction and protonation in the catalytic cycle at either [4Fe4S] or [2Fe] implies that 
site-selective molecular biology and spectroscopic techniques are valuable for reaction site 
discrimination. Mutagenesis of Cys169 results in protein variants with a defective proton path 
[7, 30, 32]. For C169A and other variants of HYDA1, enrichment of “Hhyd“ has been 
observed under certain conditions [30, 35, 40, 42]. In HYDA1 and bacterial enzymes, both 
sub-complexes can be functionally reconstituted in vitro with inorganic [4Fe4S] precursors 
and synthetic [2Fe] analogues, which facilitates selective isotope labeling, e.g., with 57Fe [40, 
49-54]. Thereby, site-selective studies become feasible, using methods, which monitor only 
57Fe nuclei, such as Mössbauer spectroscopy and nuclear inelastic scattering (NIS) techniques 
at synchrotron radiation sources [40, 55, 56]. NIS provides quadrupole splitting energies 
(EQ) from nuclear forward scattering (NFS) and vibrational cofactor and protein modes from 
nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) [40, 57-59]. Investigation of vibrations of 
the diatomic [2Fe] ligands is facilitated by Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman 
spectroscopy [20, 34, 43, 60, 61]. Utilizing the different spin states of iron species in the H-
cluster, i.e. high-spin Fe(II)/Fe(III) in [4Fe4S] or low-spin Fe(I)/Fe(II) in [2Fe], high-
resolution X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy (XAS/XES) facilitates site-selective 
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investigation of molecular and electronic structures of the sub-complexes [36, 37, 62, 63]. 
FTIR, NFS/NRVS, and XAS/XES methods are sensitive to all possible spin and redox states 
of the cofactor. 
 Here, in-vitro reconstitution of HYDA1 with a 57Fe-labeled [2Fe] precursor was 
combined with site-selective X-ray and IR spectroscopy. Quantum chemical calculations were 
employed for spectral simulation. Hydrogen and oxygen binding, as well as redox, 
protonation, and vibrational dynamics changes at the H-cluster were investigated in C169A in 
comparison to Hox and Hox-CO in WT. Trapping of a superoxide molecule (O2
-) at the 
diiron site occurs in C169A (Hox-O2). A terminal hydride in [2Fe] and an additional 
protonation at [4Fe4S] were assigned to a double-reduced species (HhydH). Four-iron and/or 
diiron site protonation is essential for O2-induced cofactor degradation and H2 turnover. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Protein sample preparation. [FeFe]-hydrogenase HYDA1 apo-protein containing only 
the cubane cluster was over-expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 -IscR [64], purified, and 
quantitatively reconstituted in vitro with a synthetic diiron complex (2Feadt = Fe2(µ-
adt)(CO)4(CN)2) to form the fully active [2Fe] sub-complex, as previously described [52, 54]. 
2Feadt was synthesized with 
56Fe or 57Fe following established routes [52-54]. Selective 57Fe 
labeling of the H-cluster was achieved (i) by removal of the iron and sulfur ions of the native 
cluster in apo-HYDA1 and subsequent reconstitution of [4Fe4S] with sulfide and 57Fe (using 
a 57FeIICl2 solution). Maturation with 2
56Feadt yielded [4
57Fe4S-256Fe] while addition of 
257Feadt resulted in [4
57Fe4S-257Fe]. (ii) Alternatively, apo-HYDA1 containing [456Fe4S] was 
maturated with 256Feadt to yield [4
56Fe4S-256Fe] or with 257Feadt to yield [4
56Fe4S-257Fe], as 
described earlier [35, 52-54]. Protein samples of HYDA1 WT and variant C169A were 
prepared as previously described [7]. All protein preparation and handling procedures were 
carried out under strictly anoxic conditions and dim light if not stated otherwise. Hox was 
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near-quantitatively populated in as-isolated WT protein (~2mM, 50 µL) by flushing for ~30 
min with N2 gas humidified with buffer solution (pH 8.0). Hox-CO was accumulated by 
flushing HYDA1 in Hox with CO gas for ~30 min. C169A as prepared under reducing 
conditions (1 % H2) contained mainly HhydH (previously denoted “Hhyd”) [35, 40, 42]. 
This intermediate was further enriched by exposure of samples (~2 mM, ~50 µl, pH 8) to H2 
gas for 15 min. Hox-O2 was populated in C169A by exposure of as-isolated protein in buffer 
solution (~2 mM, ~50 µL, pH 8.0) to air (~21 % O2) for ~5 min under gentle stirring.  
 FTIR spectroscopy. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy was performed on 
hydrogenase protein films (1 µl) in attenuated total reflection (ATR) geometry on a Tensor27 
spectrometer (Bruker) in an anaerobic glove box as previously described [20, 29]. FTIR 
spectra were evaluated using in-house software and least-squares fit algorithms [20, 29].  
 X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopy. X-ray absorption (XAS) and emission 
(XES) spectra at the Fe K-edge were collected at undulator beamline ID26 at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) [36, 37]. Samples were held in a 
liquid-He cryostat (Cryovac) at 20 K. The excitation energy was set by a Si[311] double-
crystal monochromator (energy bandwidth ~0.2 eV). The spot size on the samples was set by 
slits to ~0.2 mm vertical and 0.3-0.5 mm horizontal. Conventional Fe K-edge absorption 
spectra were collected within ~5 s scans (rapid scan mode of ID26) using broad-band 
monitoring of the total (K) X-ray fluorescence with a scintillation detector shielded by 10 
µm Mn foil against scattered X-rays. A vertical-plane Rowland-circle spectrometer and an 
avalanche photodiode (APD) detector were used for monitoring of the non-resonantly excited 
(7800 eV) K X-ray fluorescence. An energy bandwidth of ~1.0 eV at the Fe K fluorescence 
lines was achieved using the Ge[620] Bragg reflections of 5 spherically-bent Ge wafers (R = 
1000 mm). The energy axis of the monochromator was calibrated (accuracy ±0.1 eV) using 
the K-edge spectrum of an iron metal foil (reference energy 7112 eV in the first derivative 
spectrum). The energy axis of the emission spectrometer was calibrated (accuracy ±0.1 eV) 
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using a Gaussian fit to the elastic scattering peak of the energy-calibrated excitation beam. K 
main line (K´ and K1,3) spectra were collected using spectrometer step-scanning (~5 s X-
ray exposure, 0.3 eV steps, ~10 spectra from separate sample spots averaged for signal-to-
noise ratio improvement). K satellite line (K2,5) emission spectra were collected using the 
previously described energy-sampling approach (energy step size of 0.3 eV, ~5 s data 
acquisition per sample spot, 5-7 data sets averaged) [57, 65]. A rapid shutter blocked the 
incident X-rays during emission spectrometer movements. Site-selective Fe K-edge 
absorption spectra in the XANES or pre-edge regions were measured using K1,3 (7060 eV) 
or K´ (7045 eV) emission detection (averaging of up to ~100 scans, 5 scans of ~2 s duration 
per sample spot) [63, 66]. K detected pre-edge spectra were normalized by scaling to 
XANES amplitudes. XAS/XES data were processed and evaluated using established 
procedures and in-house software [36, 37, 66, 67].  
Nuclear resonance spectroscopy. Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) 
and nuclear forward scattering (NFS) data were collected at undulator beamline ID18 at the 
ESRF using the previously described set-up including a heat-load monochromator, a high-
resolution monochromator (FWHM ~0.7 meV), gated APD detectors for delayed inelastic and 
forward scattering detection with sub-nanosecond time resolution, and a cold-finger liquid-
helium cryostat (sample temperature of 50±7 K) [57]. The storage ring was operated in 16-
bunch mode (~90 mA). NRVS spectra were collected in a -15 meV to 110 meV energy region 
around the resonance (0.2 meV steps, 3 s per data point, spot size on sample ~1.5x0.5 mm2) 
and up to 40 scans were averaged (5 scans of ~30 min per sample spot). NFS traces were 
collected in a ~160 ns time window within ~30 min with the APD detectors at ~2 m behind 
the sample. NRVS data were processed and the partial vibrational density of states (PDOS) 
was calculated with the software package available at ID18. NFS traces showed rapid 
intensity (I) decrease related to the 57Fe excited state lifetime (0 = 141 ns) and superimposed 
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oscillations due to interference of forward scattering from the I = 3/2 and I = 1/2 nuclear 
excitation levels, separated by the quadrupole splitting energy (EQ), which was calculated by 
Eq. 1 (A = amplitude scaling factor,  = effective decay lifetime, υ = modulation frequency, φ 
= phase shift, B = detector count offset) and using EQ = hυ (h = 4.135x10
-6 neVs) [68, 69]. 
(1) BttAtINFS  )(cos)/exp()(
2   . 
The apparent Mössbauer linewidth (Γ) was calculated from  using Eq. 2: 
(2) Γ = h/2π(1/0 + 1/) . 
In-house software and functionalized EXCEL-sheets were used to evaluate metal/ligand 
contributions to XAS/XES and NRVS spectra. Molecular orbitals, spin density distributions, 
and vibrational modes were visualized with ChemCraft. 
QM/MM and DFT calculations. Calculations were carried out on the Soroban and 
Sheldon computer clusters of the Freie Universität Berlin. They involved model structures as 
constructed using crystal structures of [FeFe]-hydrogenase CPI from Clostridium 
pasteurianum (PDB entry 4XDC, 1.63 Å resolution)[16] and of HYDA1 apo-protein (PDB 
entry 3LX4, 1.97 Å resolution) [70] as previously described [29] (Fig. S1). For large model 
structures (truncated CPI structure resembling the structure of apo-HydA1 and lacking 
accessory FeS clusters), a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach 
including ONIOM [71, 72] and the universal force field as implemented in Gaussian09 [73] 
were used for the MM treatment of the protein environment (low-layer) and the TPSSh or 
BP86 functional with the TZVP basis-set [74-77] were used for the QM core (high-layer 
including the H-cluster and adjacent amino acids) for unconstraint geometry-optimization. For 
small model structures (including the H-cluster and adjacent amino acids in some cases; the 
cysteine ligands of the H-cluster were represented by SCH3 groups), DFT (TPSSh or BP86 
functional and TZVP basis-set) was applied for geometry-optimization. A broken-symmetry 
approach and proper assignment of molecular fragments were used for calculation of anti-
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ferromagnetic spin couplings. For Hox, the total spin multiplicity (M = 2S+1) was 3 and the 
total charge of the H-cluster was -3. For other species, multiplicities and charges reflected the 
number of added electrons and protons. Vibrational frequencies were derived from normal 
mode analysis of relaxed structures using Gaussian09, which yielded IR spectra. 
NRVS/PDOS spectra were calculated using NISspec [78]. Mulliken spin densities and CM5 
charges were calculated with Gaussian09 for the DFT models and the QM/MM high-layer. 
Pre-edge absorption (ctv) and K satellite emission (vtc) spectra were derived from spin-
unrestricted single-point DFT calculations or ctv spectra were calculated by time-dependent 
DFT (TDDFT) on relaxed structures using ORCA (COSMO solvation model,  = 4) [79]. To 
calculated ctv or vtc stick spectra, Gaussian broadening (FWHM 1 eV or 3 eV) was applied 
and spectra were shifted by ~150 eV for alignment with experimental spectra, calculated IR 
spectra were broadened with FWHM values derived from fits of experimental spectra using 
Voigt functions (50 % Gaussian and Lorentzian characters), and calculated vibrational modes 
in PDOS data were broadened by Lorentzians (FWHM 8 cm-1). Root-mean-square deviations 
(rmsd) for correlations of calculated and experimental IR frequencies (F) were derived from 
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Results 
 H-cluster redox state. Wildtype (WT) and C169A variants of [FeFe]-hydrogenase 
HYDA1 apo-protein were reconstituted in vitro with a 57Fe-labeled synthetic diiron site 
analogue (57Fe2(µ-adt)(CO)4(CN)2) [35, 40, 52, 54]. In WT, oxidized (Hox) or carbon 
monoxide inhibited (Hox-CO) H-cluster species were enriched (see Materials and Methods). 
Exposure of C169A to O2 or H2 gas resulted in preferential population of species further on 




shown in Fig. 2A. The K-edge energy (~7119.7 eV) of the broad-band K-detected XANES 
of Hox (Table 1) was similar to earlier data [37]. Hox-O2 showed a ~0.6 eV higher energy vs. 
Hox, suggesting apparent one-electron oxidation of about one of the six iron ions in the H-
cluster. HhydH showed a ~0.7 eV lower K-edge energy vs. Hox, suggesting reduction of at 
least one iron ion. Non-resonantly excited K main-line emission spectra are shown in Fig. 
2B. While their overall shape was similar for WT and C169A, the K1,3 line energy vs. Hox 
was ~0.1 eV increased for Hox-O2, but ~0.1 eV decreased for HhydH (Table 1), 
corroborating iron oxidation or reduction. Significant Kβ´ intensity changes were not 
observed, meaning that the [2Fe] iron ions in Hox, Hox-O2, and HhydH were in the low-spin 
state [37, 66, 80]. Narrow-band K-detected XANES spectra provide significant site-
selectivity because the K1,3- or Kβ´-detected XANES is dominated by the high-spin iron ions 
in [4Fe4S] or the low-spin iron ions in [2Fe] in the pre-edge absorption and low-energy K-
edge regions [36, 37, 63]. For K1,3-detection, the K-edge energy of Hox-O2 was slightly 
(~0.2 eV) increased and the edge energy of HhydH was significantly (~0.6 eV) decreased 
whereas for K´-detection, the K-edge energy of Hox-O2 was significantly (~0.9 eV) 
increased and the edge energy of HhydH was less pronouncedly (~0.3 eV) increased relative 
to Hox (Fig. 2A, Table 1). These results suggested that in Hox-O2 mostly iron in [2Fe] 
became oxidized while HhydH showed less pronounced oxidation of iron in [2Fe] and 
preferential reduction of iron in [4Fe4S]. 
 
Infrared vibrational spectroscopy. FTIR spectra were recorded on aliquots of the 
HYDA1 samples used for X-ray spectroscopy. H-cluster species populations were quantified 
by fit analysis (Fig. S2) [20, 29]. This analysis revealed ~92 % Hox or ~84 % Hox-CO in WT 
and ~89 % Hox-O2 or ~81 % HhydH in C169A (estimated error ±5 %). Pure IR spectra of 
the dominant H-cluster species in WT and C169A are shown in Fig. 3A. Relative intensities 
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and frequencies of the IR bands due to stretching vibrations of the diatomic ligands in [2Fe] 
revealed the typical pattern of the CO (, , ) and CN- (, ) vibrations of Hox (Table 2) [20, 
29]. Hox-CO showed the well-known band frequencies/intensities and an additional band 
[20]. Hox-O2 showed an overall similar IR intensity pattern with broadened bands, but large 
(mean of ~50 cm-1) frequency up-shifts of all CO bands and significant (mean of ~15 cm-1) 
up-shifts of both CN- bands vs. Hox. HhydH exhibited a similar band pattern as described 
earlier for, e.g., C169A and WT HYDA1 [29, 35], including broadened bands vs. Hox and 
~2-fold smaller frequency up-shifts of CO bands  and , but similar up-shift of the µCO band 
, as well as smaller CN- band shifts vs. Hox-O2.   
 
Calculation of IR bands. DFT and QM/MM were used for the assignment of IR 
spectra. We compared different model sizes (Fig. S1), which either comprised only the H-
cluster or also neighboring amino acids and the protein environment. A pure (BP86) or a 
hybrid (TPSSh) DFT functional (TZVP basis set) were used for the H-cluster core and the 
ONIOM [71, 72] QM/MM approach accounted for the protein. For Hox, DFT (TPSSh) on a 
small H-cluster model provided best agreement of theoretical and experimental IR 
frequencies. Amino acid or protein inclusion did not improve the result (Fig. S3). IR changes 
between H-cluster species were generally conservative at all theory levels. Calculated IR 
spectra for Hox, Hox-CO, Hox-O2, and HhydH are shown in Fig. 3B. Mean IR frequency 
shifts and root-mean-square deviations (rmsd, Eq. 3) between calculated and experimental 
CO/CN- frequencies are given in Tables 2 and 3. Hox (rmsd ~8 cm-1) comprises a µCO ligand 
and an apical vacancy at Fed as in crystal structures [16]. Hox-CO is best described with an 
apical CN- instead of a CO at Fed (rmsd ~11 cm
-1) (Fig. 3B,C) [20, 29].  
 The calculated IR spectrum for a Hox-O2 structure with the same redox state as Hox 
and an O2 molecule bound end-on to Fed nicely reproduced the experimental spectrum (rmsd 
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~11 cm-1) (Fig. 3B,C, Tables 2, 3). The band shifts thus reflect decreased electron density at 
the [2Fe] iron ions due to binding of a formal superoxide (O2
-) at Fed, in agreement with the 
XANES data. The spectrum for a hydro-peroxo ligand (OOH) was incompatible with the 
Hox-O2 data (Fig. S4). Calculated IR spectra for two-electron reduced structures with a µCO 
and an apical vacancy at Fed or an apical CO at Fed and vacant bridging position showed 
strongly shifted CO bands and altered intensity patterns vs. Hox, which disagree with the 
experimental data of HhydH (Fig. S5). The spectrum of a structure with a µH and an apical 
CO at Fed matched the experimental Hsred spectrum [38] (Fig. S5), supporting a bridging 
hydride in Hsred [37]. In contrast, a structure with an apical protonation at Fed and a µCO 
produced an IR spectrum closer to HhydH (Table 3), supporting a non-bridging hydride at 
Fed, but the CO band shifts still were underestimated (Figs. 3 and S6). The larger 
experimental band shifts for HhydH apparently required a further protonation. We tested 
conceivable protonation sites at the µS and S(cys) atoms of [4Fe4S] and the µS(adt) and 
HN(adt) groups of [2Fe] (protonation at the triple-coordinated bridging cysteine was 
unlikely). Protonation at µS(adt) or HN(adt) resulted in inferior shifts in particular of the µCO 
band () (Fig. S6, Table 3). Protonation at a µS atom of [4Fe4S] yielded reasonable IR 
patterns, but resulted in distorted cubane structures and therefore was less likely [29]. S(cys) 
protonation caused further up-shifts of all CO bands (Fig. 3B,C, Tables 2, 3), in good 
agreement with the HhydH spectrum (rmsd ~11 cm-1), and preserved the cubane geometry. 
Notably, an equatorial hydride and apical CN- at Fed and a proton at µS or S(cys) caused 
excessively high µCO frequencies. These results assigned HhydH to a two-electron reduced 
H-cluster with a µCO ligand, an apical hydride at Fed, and a further proton at a cysteine ligand 
of [4Fe4S]. Cys417 (S9) in HYDA1 was the favoured protonation site in HhydH, as 
previously found for, e.g., Hred´ [29].   
Normal mode analysis correlated experimental IR bands to individual diatomic ligand 
vibrations (p, d, µ denotes CO/CN- at Fep, Fed, or in the metal-bridging position) (Fig. 3D). 
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For Hox, the largely uncoupled modes belong to µCO (), dCO (), pCO (), dCN- (), and 
pCN- (). Hox-CO with an apical CN- at Fed showed an uncoupled µCO (), coupled modes 
of the two dCO ligands ( and ), a more isolated pCO mode (), and uncoupled pCN- () and 
dCN- () vibrations. For Hox-O2, uncoupled µCO () and dCO () vibrations and a more 
coupled mode with pCO and dCO contributions (), an inverted frequency pattern of pCN- () 
and dCN- (), and an uncoupled O2
- ligand were observed. HhydH revealed vibrational 
coupling of the hydride with µCO () and dCO (), a coupled mode with hydride/dCO/pCO 
contributions (), and a similar CN- frequency inversion as Hox-O2, but with hydride coupling 
to dCN- (Fig. 3D). Notably, the calculations on HhydH structures yielded a further hydride 
mode with very weak intensity at 50 cm-1 lower frequency than the µCO band. The 
experimental HhydH spectrum did not show significant narrow bands in this frequency range.            
 
Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy. Vibrational modes with contributions 
from 57Fe nuclei were probed by NRVS on labeled HYDA1 variants. The (normalized) partial 
vibrational density of states (PDOS) spectra derived from NRVS spectra of Hox-CO for 57Fe 
labeling at [4Fe4S], [2Fe], or both sub-complexes showed that vibrational modes of [4Fe4S] 
were prominent at <400 cm-1 and absent at higher frequencies whereas modes of [2Fe] 
dominated at >400 cm-1. The stoichiometric sum of the spectra of the [457Fe4S] or [257Fe] 
constructs matched the spectrum of the completely 57Fe labeled H-cluster (Fig. S7), showing 
that both sub-complexes were quantitatively incorporated. NRVS spectra of Hox, Hox-CO, 
Hox-O2, and HhydH and difference spectra for HYDA1 labeled with 
57Fe only at [2Fe] are 
shown in Fig. 4. Particularly prominent and globally similar spectral differences were 
observed in the 150-300 cm-1 and 400-650 cm-1 regions due to transition from a (distorted) 
square-pyramidal Fed site in Hox to a near-octahedral Fed site in Hox-CO, Hox-O2, and 
HhydH. QM/MM or DFT were used for calculation of NRVS spectra. QM/MM revealed a 
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continuum of weak vibrational modes with H-cluster and protein contributions and decreasing 
intensities at increasing frequencies, accounting for the spectral background of experimental 
NRVS data (Fig. 4). The spectra from DFT lacked such a background, but otherwise yielded 
similar specific band features of the H-cluster species as QM/MM (Fig. S8).      
The calculated NRVS of Hox reasonably reproduced three prominent groups of bands 
around 250 cm-1, 450 cm-1, and 550-650 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum, facilitating the 
assignment of vibrational modes (Fig. 4). Bands around ~250 cm-1 are dominated by adt and 
cysteine bridge contributions, bands around ~450 cm-1 reflect modes with prominent CN- 
contributions, and 550-650 cm-1 bands are due to coupled CO vibrations (Fig. 4D). The Hox-
CO spectrum for an apical CN- vs. an apical CO at Fed differed mainly by more even 
intensities around ~200 cm-1 and higher intensities around ~400 cm-1 and ~650 cm-1. The 
experimental Hox-CO spectrum and the Hox-CO – Hox difference for an apical CN- thus 
were in better agreement with the experiment. Spectral differences of Hox-CO vs. Hox are 
mainly due to ~50 cm-1 down-shifts of adt/bridging-cysteine modes, enhanced adt 
contributions to down-shifted CN- modes, shifts of more extensively coupled CO modes, and 
enhanced intensities of adt/CO coupled modes. The NRVS of Hox-O2 differed from Hox in 
showing broadened bands around 150-350 cm-1 and ~450 cm-1 and increased intensity around 
600 cm-1, which was nicely reproduced by the calculations (Fig. 4B). Increased intensities of 
coupled adt/bridging-cysteine/CO/CN- vibrations account for the spectral broadening at ~200-
350 cm-1, down-shifted CN-/O2
- modes cause spectral changes at ~400-500 cm-1, and more 
extensive adt/CO coupling explain the band-shifts at higher frequencies (Fig. 4D).       
The NRVS of HhydH vs. Hox showed significant band shifts around 250 cm-1 and 
550 cm-1, decreased intensities at ~450 cm-1, and increased intensities at ~650 cm-1 (Fig. 4C). 
The NRVS for only an apical hydride at Fed reproduced the main spectral differences already 
reasonably well. Adding a further proton at S9 of [4Fe4S] caused increased intensity at ~250 
cm-1 and decreased intensity at ~550 cm-1 and provided even better agreement of the HhydH 
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– Hox difference with the experimental data (Fig. S8). HhydH spectra from all theoretical 
approaches and irrespective of a second-site protonation revealed small bands around 750 
cm-1, due to vibrational modes of the hydride (Fig. S9) [40]. The experimental HhydH 
spectrum showed weak intensities close to the noise level in this region. The HhydH vs. Hox 
NRVS difference can be explained by small shifts of modes with adt/bridging-cysteine 
contributions (~250 cm-1), minor shifts of CN- modes (~450 cm-1), hydride contributions to 
CO vibrations (~500-600 cm-1), and significant intensities of hydride/adt/CO modes at ~620 
cm-1 (Fig. 4D). 
 
Nuclear forward scattering. From NFS time-traces of HYDA1 variants with 57Fe 
labeled [2Fe], nuclear quadrupole splitting energies (EQ) and apparent Mössbauer linewidths 
(Γ, here representing the approximate mean value over the Fep and Fed ions) were derived 
from fit analysis (Eqs. 1 and 2, Fig. 5). EQ for Hox-CO was similar to the value (~0.7 mms
-
1) from Mössbauer data [55, 81] (Table 4). The larger Γ from NFS may result from the lower 
temperature (~50 K) in NFS vs. Mössbauer (~160 K) measurements. The ~25 % decrease of 
EQ and slight Γ decrease for Hox-CO vs. Hox likely reflected two more similar (octahedral) 
iron ions in [2Fe]. Hox-O2 as well showed a ~25 % diminished EQ and pronouncedly 
increased Γ vs. Hox, suggesting that Fep and Fed differed significantly in oxidation levels and 
one iron ion was more oxidized. The slightly diminished EQ of HhydH, which was similar 
to the Mössbauer value (Table 4) [42], and the more pronouncedly diminished Γ may be 
attributed to two more similar and more oxidized [2Fe] iron ions compared to Hox.  
  
Valence level structure. The XANES pre-edge absorption probes resonant 1s electron 
excitation into unoccupied molecular orbitals (MOs) with valence character (core-to-valence 
transitions, ctv). The non-resonantly excited K satellite emission probes electronic decay 
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from occupied valence levels to the core hole (valence-to-core transitions, vtc) of the whole 
H-cluster. The K emission is split into K1,3 and K´ features due to 3p/3d electron coupling 
(Fig. 2) and the K´ line gains intensity for increasing unpaired Fe(3d) spin counts [66, 82-
84], which facilitates monitoring of ctv transitions of low-spin iron in [2Fe] for K´-detection 
or of high-spin iron in [4Fe4S] for K1,3-detection [36, 37]. Site-selective ctv spectra and vtc 
spectra for Hox, Hox-O2, and HhydH are shown in Fig. 6A. The K1,3-detected ctv 
resembled the K-detected spectra (Fig. 2A) due to [4Fe4S] dominance whereas lower 
amplitudes and line shape/energy differences in the K´-detected ctv revealed [2Fe] 
dominance. The ctv of Hox-O2 differed from Hox by a shift to higher energies for K1,3 
detection and decreased lower-energy intensity for K´ detection. The vtc showed a K2,5 
energy up-shift and a K´´ intensity gain. The ctv of HhydH was at lower energies for K1.3 
detection and showed smaller lower-energy intensities as Hox-O2 for K´ detection. The vtc 
showed a K2,5 energy down-shift and diminished lower-energy intensities vs. Hox (Fig. 6A).  
Calculated ctv and vtc spectra are depicted in Fig. 6B. Globally similar ctv shapes and 
conservative spectral differences for Hox, Hox-O2, and HhydH were obtained by DFT or 
time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) on small H-cluster models or on QM/MM structures (Fig. 
S10). DFT (TPSSh) on small models provided ctv/vtc spectra in good agreement with the 
experiment (Figs. 6B). The Hox and Hox-O2 structures well reproduced absolute shapes and 
relative differences in the experimental ctv of [4Fe4S] and [2Fe] and vtc of the whole H-
cluster. Transitions involving unoccupied and occupied valence MOs thus were adequately 
described. For Hox, the  and  LUMOs were on [4Fe4S] whereas the  HOMO was mainly 
on Fed and the  HOMO on [4Fe4S].[37] The low-energy ctv peak of [2Fe] was dominated by 
excitation into MOs with Fed(3d)-character and the higher-energy peak by excitation into 
MOs with larger Fep and CO/CN
- characters (Fig. 6C). For Hox-O2, the  and  LUMOs 




- ligand. Both HOMOs were mostly on [4Fe4S]. The ctv differences of [2Fe] were 
explained by enhanced transitions into the  LUMO, diminished lower-energy transitions into 
Fed-centered MOs and energy up-shifts and enhancement of transitions into MOs with Fep 
and/or Fed and CO/CN
- characters (Fig. 6C). The weak low-energy vtc increase for Hox-O2 
reflected decay transitions from O(2s) dominated MOs. Notably, calculated ctv/vtc spectra for 
Hox-CO were similar for an apical CO or CN- ligand at Fed [20, 37] (Fig. S10).        
Calculated ctv spectra of [2Fe] and vtc spectra for structures with an apical hydride at 
Fed, with or without a proton at [4Fe4S], reproduced the HhydH - Hox spectral changes 
reasonably well (Figs. 6B, S10, S11). Protonation at [4Fe4S] has only a minor influence on 
the unoccupied MOs on [2Fe] and on the respective K emission. However, the ctv of 
HhydH revealed differences depending on which S-atom was protonated. For a proton at 
µS6, increased intensity in particular at higher ctv energies (~7115 eV) was observed whereas 
for a proton at S9(cys), the smaller intensity increase was in better agreement with the 
experimental HhydH – Hox difference (Figs. 6B, S11). For HhydH, LUMOs and HOMOs 
were largely on [4Fe4S]. The ctv differences of [2Fe] vs. Hox were mostly due to enhanced 
transitions into the LUMOs and into MOs with mixed [2Fe]/[4Fe4S] and hydride characters at 
low energies, as well as to up-shifted higher-energy transitions into MOs with enhanced 
delocalization over Fep/Fed and CO/CN
- (Fig. 6C, see Fig. S11 for further analysis).        
 
Spin and charge distribution. Spin density (SD) and charge distributions at the H-
cluster from DFT are shown in Figs. 7 and S13. For Hox, the unpaired spin mostly resided on 
Fed with few SD on the ligands and on [4Fe4S], corresponding to a mixed-valence [2Fe] site 
in a [4Fe4S]2+-[Fep
2+Fed
1+] complex (Fig. 7A,D). Fep and Fed carried similar positive charges, 
the [4Fe4S] core and adt/CO groups comparable negative charges, while most of the negative 
charge was located on CN- and cysteine ligands (Fig. 7B). The mean  and  HOMO and 
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LUMO energies were ~2 eV and ~3.5 eV (LUMO – HOMO gap of ~1.5 eV) (Fig. 7C). For 
Hox-CO, increased SD at Fep and µCO led to a valence-delocalized [2Fe] site in a 
[4Fe4S]2+-[Fep
1.5+Fed
1.5+(CO0)] complex (for an apical CO or CN- at Fed) (Figs. 7A,C; S13) 
The HOMO was at similar energy as in Hox, the LUMO at ~0.5 eV higher energy, and the 
gap increased to ~2 eV in Hox-CO with an apical CN-. For Hox-O2, we found close to one 
spin on the O2
- and very few SD on iron. Furthermore, a slight spin polarization with 
negative/positive SD on Fep/Fed and [4Fe4S]/cysteine, as well as increased positive charge on 




1-)] complex with anti-ferromagnetic coupling of the low-spin ions in 
[2Fe] and an unpaired O(2p) spin in the * MO is a reasonable description of Hox-O2. A 
similar HOMO energy as in Hox and a ~0.5 eV increased LUMO energy resulted in a larger 
gap (~2 eV) in Hox-O2. For HhydH (proton at S9), almost one spin on the [4Fe4S] core, 
decreased SD on cysteines, and negligible spin on the hydride were found (Figs. 7A,D; S13), 
as well as less positive charge on Fed vs. Fep and diminished negative charge on cysteines vs. 
Hox (Fig. 7B). The proton at Fed carried few charge and thus exhibits weak hydride character. 
These results suggested a valence-delocalized [2Fe] in a [(H0)4Fe4S]1+-[Fep
2+Fed
2+(H0)] 
complex in HhydH. For the hydride state without a surplus proton, ~3 eV increased 
HOMO/LUMO energies vs. Hox were observed, whereas HhydH showed strongly 
diminished HOMO/LUMO energies, which were only ~0.5 eV larger than in Hox (Fig. 7C).   
 
Structural models. H-cluster structures as suggested by our analyses are shown in Fig. 
8 (for coordinates see Table S1). Hox features a distorted square-pyramidal Fed with an apical 
vacancy, a Fep-Fed distance of ~2.53 Å, a ~0.15 Å longer Fep-µCO than Fed-µCO bond, and a 
mean Fe-Fe distance of ~2.73 Å in [4Fe4S]. Hox-CO shows a near-octahedral Fed site, an 
elongated Fep-Fed distance (~2.67 Å) [85], more asymmetric µCO binding with a ~0.25 Å 





- bond, and weak H-bonding of the apical CN- to the adt 
group. Hox-O2 shows an apical O2
- at a near-octahedral Fed, a slightly elongated Fep-Fed 
distance (~2.54 Å) vs. Hox, more symmetric µCO binding with a slightly shorter Fep-µCO 
bond, a similar mean Fe-Fe distance in [4Fe4S], and stronger H-bonding of the Fed-bound O-
atom to the adt group. HhydH with a proton at S9 exhibits a Fed-H bond length of ~1.5 Å at a 
near-octahedral Fed, a slightly shortened Fep-Fed distance (~2.51 Å), less asymmetric µCO 
binding with a longer Fep-µCO bond, and a slightly increased mean Fe-Fe distance in [4Fe4S] 
vs. Hox, as well  as a hydride-N(adt) distance of ~2.1 Å (for further structures see Fig. S14).  
 
Discussion 
 Site-selective spectroscopy and quantum chemical theory has provided a consistent 
description of molecular and electronic structures, as well as of vibrational dynamics of H-
cluster species in [FeFe]-hydrogenase HYDA1. Hox includes a µCO ligand and a square-
pyramidal Fed with an apical vacancy, in agreement with crystal structures [16]. However, 
ligand binding in concert with protein dynamics may result in altered diiron site geometries 
[5, 32, 33]. The present data corroborate ligand rotation in Hox-CO, leading to an apical CN- 
at Fed due to CO binding [20]. These findings and our computations imply that hydrogen-
bonding to the distal CN- is not decisive for the Fed geometry [86], but negatively charged 
ligands may be stabilized in apical position by weak H-bonding to the adt group. Our and 
earlier data [18, 87, 88] suggest that Hox corresponds to a mixed-valence 
[4Fe4S]2+-[Fep
2+Fed
1+]3- complex whereas Hox-CO is best described as a valence-delocalized 
[4Fe4S]2+-[Fep
1.5+Fed
1.5+(CO)]3- complex.       
 In C169A, a new H-cluster species (Hox-O2) with the same redox level as Hox and an 
apical superoxide (O2
-) at Fed accumulated at ambient O2 pressure. A hydro-peroxo (OOH
-) 





complex than as a complex with a valence-delocalized diiron site. Hox-O2 was stable in 
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C169A protein in solution whereas similar O2 exposure causes rapid H-cluster degradation in 
WT HYDA1 [6, 21]. Earlier studies have suggested initial O2
- binding at [2Fe] also in WT, 
followed by structural degradation [21], as visible in crystal structures [16, 23]. Dehydrated 
[FeFe]-hydrogenases are completely resistant against O2-induced H-cluster degradation [24]. 
These findings suggest that O2
- protonation is required to form reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
for H-cluster degradation. When protonation is impaired due to interruption of the proton path 
to the active site in C169A or by depletion of adjacent water molecules, a bound O2
- is 
stabilized and formation of mobile ROS is prevented. Accordingly, the conserved cysteine is 
essential as a proton transfer relay during O2-induced inactivation of the H-cluster.       
 Under H2, C169A adopted an H-cluster species (here denoted HhydH) that has been 
earlier described in WT, C169S, and µ-odt ((SCH2)2O) HYDA1 variants (and denoted 
“Hhyd”) [29, 30, 35, 40, 42]. We assign it as a two-electron reduced structure with a µCO 
ligand and an apical hydride at Fed, in agreement with previous studies [35, 40, 42]. In 
addition, our experimental and computational data favor for HhydH a protonation at the 
sulfur atom of a terminal cysteine ligand at [4Fe4S]. We have recently proposed a similar 
protonation at [4Fe4S] for the one-electron reduced Hred´ state, which also shows reduction 
of [4Fe4S] [29] HhydH is assigned to a [(H)4Fe4S]1+-[Fep
2+Fed
2+(H)]3- complex with the net 
spin on the cubane. Under H2 in the absence of (external) electron acceptors, HhydH 
accumulates pH-independently in C169A, C169S, and in the µ-odt ((SCH2)2O) derivative 
(HydA1odt), while in WT (HydA1adt) it accumulates at acidic pH [29, 30, 35, 40, 42] These 
findings suggest that after two-electron reduction of Hox, the hydride at [2Fe] in HhydH is 
trapped due to slowed or impaired proton release via the adt/C169 pathway whereas the 
protonation at [4Fe4S] is a consequence of the reduction of the cubane cluster [29]. If the 
proton at [4Fe4S] in HhydH stems from H2, it may be delivered from the active site via a 
proton path including for example the bridging cysteine.  
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HhydH (earlier denoted “Hhyd”) has been considered as an intermediate in H2 
conversion [29, 30, 35, 40, 42]. It shows a [2Fe] geometry with a µCO similar to Hox and 
Hred´, as opposed to a configuration lacking a µCO in Hred and Hsred [29, 39, 40]. Hox is 
converted to Hred´ by a one-electron reduction step and a protonation at [4Fe4S] [29, 39]. 
That Hred´ formation thus is charge-neutral may facilitate the second reduction step at a 
similar redox potential. Under H2 formation conditions, HhydH therefore is accessible by 
one-electron reduction of Hred´ and protonation at [2Fe] via the adt/C169 path. A second 
protonation at [2Fe] or delivery even of two protons to [2Fe] and subsequent deprotonation of 
[4Fe4S], leading to H2 release, then may regain Hox (Fig. 9). More rapid protonation at 
[4Fe4S] (via adjacent water molecules as visible in all [FeFe]-hydrogenase structures [29]) 
than at [2Fe] during the first reduction by the physiological one-electron donors (cytochrome 
PetF in HYDA1 or accessory iron-sulfur clusters in bacterial enzymes) may localize the 
electron at [4Fe4S]. This sequence may prevent premature diiron site reduction, which leads 
to ligand rotation and µH binding. The resulting stabilization of a canonical cofactor geometry 
seems to be a prerequisite for continued H2 formation in [FeFe]-hydrogenases. 
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Table 1: Fe K-edge and K1,3 emission line energies of the H-cluster. 
 
 K-edge detection energy 
K K K´ K K K´ 
variant species E(K1,3) [eV]
a K-edge energy, E [eV]b EHi – EHox [eV] 
WT Hox 7058.49(5) 7119.7(1) 7119.6(1) 7120.8(1) - - - 
C169A 
Hox-O2 7058.62(5) 7120.3(1) 7119.8(1) 7121.7(1) +0.6 +0.2 +0.9 
HhydH 7058.38(5) 7118.9(1) 7119.1(1) 7121.2(1) -0.8 -0.6 +0.3 
 
 
aEnergies of non-resonantly excited K spectra were determined from first-moment 
calculation in a 7052-7065 eV range [65], benergies were determined at K-edge half-height 















Hi - Hox 
(exp) 
Hi - Hox 
(cal) 
aHi - aHox 
(exp) 
aHi - aHox 
(cal) 
Hox  
 CO 1804 16 - - - - 
 1940 50 - - - - 
 1964 17 - - - - 
ε CN- 2073 9 - - - - 
ζ 2088 8 - - - - 
HhydH 
 CO 1863 14 +59 +62 [+20] -2 +1 
 1962 41 +22 +24 [-18] -9 -13 
 1978 26 +13 +5 [-15] +9 +9 
ε CN- 2076 9 +4 +8 [-9] 0 +1 
ζ 2087 10 -1 +6 [-8] +2 +2 
Hox-O2 
 CO 1863 20 +59 +62 +4 +5 
 1991 41 +51 +54 -9 -9 
 2007 19 +43 +37 +2 +3 
ε CN- 2089 10 +16 +21 +1 0 
ζ 2100 10 +12 +17 +2 +1 
Hox-CO 
 CO 1809 21 +5 -4 +5 +7 
 1963 15 +23 +24 -35 -44 
 1969 19 +5 +3 +2 +6 
 2013 27 - - - - 
ε CN- 2082 8 +10 +14 -1 -1 
ζ 2091 10 +3 +11 +2 0 
 
 
aExperimental (rounded) frequencies and (normalized) intensities of CO and CN- ligand bands 
correspond to FTIR spectra in Fig. 3. Calculated frequency and intensity differences represent 
mean values for IR data from DFT and QM/MM (ONIOM) calculations (at BP86 or TPSSh 
levels). Hox-CO carries an apical CN- at Fed; HhydH denotes a double-reduced species with 
a proton at [4Fe4S] (at S9) and an apical proton at Fed (values for a structure without [4Fe4S] 







Table 3: Correlation between calculated and experimental IR frequencies.a 
 




Hox-CO (aCO) 22 
Hox-CO (aCN) 11 
“Hhyd” (aH, eCN) 19 
“Hhyd” (eH, aCN) 33 
HhydH (aH, NadtH) 25 
HhydH (eH, NadtH) 31 
HhydH (aH, eCN, S1/2H) 21 
HhydH (eH, aCN, S1/2H) 29 
HhydH (aH, eCN, S6H) 10 
HhydH (eH, aCN, S6H) 23 
HhydH (aH, eCN, S9H) 10 
HhydH (eH, aCN, S9H) 16 
 
armsd values were calculated for IR frequencies (Fcal) of CO/CN- ligands of species from 
TPSSh, BP86, TPSSh/ONIOM, and BP86/ONIOM approaches using Eq. 3 and Fcal correction 
as described in Fig. 3. Values of rmsd from the four theory levels were normalized so that the 
respective rmsd for Hox was equal to the rmsd of Hox from DFT/TPSSh and thereafter, rmsd 
values were averaged for each species (non-normalized mean rmsd for Hox 12±4 cm-1, mean 
standard deviation of normalized rmsd values of the other species ~6 cm-1).  Annotations (a) 
and (e) denote ligands in apical or equatorial position at Fed, for S-atom numbering see Fig. 
1B, H means addition of a proton at respective positions, e.g. addition of a second proton at 
NH(adt). Note that absolute rmsd levels varied by a factor of ~2 between theory levels, but 





Table 4: Nuclear quadrupole splitting energy and Mössbauer linewidth from NFS.a 
 
variant H-cluster EQ [mms
-1] Γ [mms-1] 
WT 













aThe error of EQ and Γ from NFS is ~0.05 mms
-1, mean EQ values for HhydH and 
Hox-CO from Mössbauer spectroscopy in parenthesis (±full range for the two iron ions in 









Legends to Figures 
 
Figure 1: The H-cluster in [FeFe]-hydrogenase. (A) Cofactor with [4Fe4S] and [2Fe] sub-
complexes in a crystal structure of oxidized CPI enzyme from C. pasteurianum (PDB entry 
4XDC, 1.63 Å resolution) [16]. Fep and Fed denote iron ions in [2Fe], the blue circle marks 
the vacancy at Fed, Wi denotes water molecules, magenta dashes show putative H-bonding 
interactions. The amino acid numbering is for CPI, Cys299 corresponds to Cys169 and 
Ser232 to an alanine in HYDA1. (B) Schematic H-cluster structure for Hox, highlighting 
CO/CN- ligands and the adt bridge at [2Fe] (sulfur atoms are numbered 1-10).  
 
Figure 2: Fe K-edge absorption and K emission spectra of HYDA1. (A) Main panel: 
XANES spectra of WT (Hox, Hox-CO) and C169A (Hox-O2, HhydH) for broad-band K 
emission detection. Inset: XANES spectra for narrow-band K emission detection at indicated 
energies (spectra smoothed over data points within 2.5 eV for clarity). (B) Main panel: K 
main-line emission spectra and difference spectra (x5). Inset: magnified K1,3 region. 
 
Figure 3: Experimental and calculated infrared spectra. (A) Experimental FTIR spectra 
(black lines) of main H-cluster species in WT and C169A HydA1 (see Fig. S2) and simulation 
curves (colored lines) with frequencies/intensities of CO (, , , ) and CN- (, ) bands in 
Table 2. (B) Calculated spectra from DFT (TPSSh, small models; Fig. S1) for Hox, Hox-CO 
(aCO/CN = apical CO or CN- at Fed), Hox-O2, and for the hydride state with only an apical 
proton at Fed (Hhyd) or an additional proton at S9 of [4Fe4S] (HhydH). Stick spectra were 
broadened with experimental band widths and shifted by -39 cm-1 (CN- bands 2-fold 
magnified). (C) Correlation of calculated and experimental IR frequencies (F) and intensities 
(inset). Straight lines show fits to Hox data (FHox




rmsdF for all species (i) was derived using Fi
cor = (Fi
cal + 266 cm-1) / 1.16 in Eq. 3) [29]. (D) 
Calculated vibrational modes (arrows, vibrational amplitudes/directions; not drawn to scale). 
 
Figure 4: Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy on the H-cluster. Top: experimental 
PDOS spectra from NRVS data of WT and C169 HYDA1 57Fe-labeled only at [2Fe] of (A) 
Hox-CO, (B) Hox-O2, and (C) HhydH, compared to Hox. Middle: calculated spectra (x0.5) 
from QM/MM (TPSSh) for Hox-CO (apical CN-), Hox-O2, and HhydH with a proton at S9 
(and Hox-CO with apical CO, dark-cyan; “Hhyd”, light-green; Fig. 3). Experimental spectra 
were smoothed over ~10 cm-1, calculated spectra are shown at a similar resolution. Bottom: 
experimental and calculated difference spectra (vertically shifted; Hox-CO (apical CO) – Hox 
and Hhyd – Hox, black lines). (D) Vibrational modes dominating spectral features marked a-
g in panels A-C (arrows show vibrational amplitudes and directions, not drawn to scale). 
 
Figure 5: Nuclear forward scattering time traces. Black lines, experimental data for HYDA1 
variants labeled with 57Fe only at [2Fe]; colored lines, simulation curves (Eq. 1) with 
parameters in Table 4 (transients normalized to a zero-time amplitude of unity). 
 
Figure 6: X-ray pre-edge absorption and K satellite emission. (A) Experimental pre-edge 
absorption (ctv) spectra for indicated K emission detection energies (left and middle panels) 
and Kβ satellite emission (vtc) spectra (right panel). (B) Calculated (DFT/TPSSh, small 
models) ctv spectra for [2Fe] and [4Fe4S] (left and middle panels) and vtc spectra of the 
whole H-cluster (right panel). Magnified and shifted difference spectra shown at the bottom in 
panels in (A) and (B) (HhydH with protons at Fed and S9, for ctv/vtc spectra of further H-
cluster species see Figs. S10, S11). (C)  LUMOs and HOMOs (MOs in Fig. S12) and 
target or source MOs accounting for main ctv absorption or vtc emission features (a-c) in (B). 
36 
 
Figure 7: Spin and charge at the H-cluster. Data from DFT (TPSSh, small models) on 
indicated structures (Fig. 3) (A) Spin densities, (B) charge distribution at iron or iron/ligand 
groups, (C) mean frontier MO energies and energy gaps (bars = energy ranges of  and  spin 
MOs) and energy and gap differences,  = Hi – Hox) (4Fe = [4Fe4S] core excluding cys = 
cysteine ligands; api = apical CO, O2, or H
+ ligand at Fed). (D) Spin density distribution. 
 
Figure 8: H-cluster model structures. Structures of species (Fig. 3) from DFT (TPSSh, small 
models). Color code: white, H; grey, C; blue, N; red, O; yellow, S; orange, Fe. Bond lengths 
and distances (rounded, in Å) colored according to atom types (except for hydrogens, black 
numbers in italics), mean values over several distances (e.g. for Fe-Fe distances in [4Fe4S]) 
underlined, dashes mark (weak) H-bonding interactions. For further structures see Fig. S14. 
 
Figure 9: H2 conversion cycle in [FeFe]-hydrogenase. The three H-cluster species (4Fe = 
[4Fe-4S] complex, 2Fe = diiron complex) share an active site with a µCO ligand. Complex 
charges refer to added electrons/protons with the oxidized state, Hox, set to zero. The 
indicated reduction (-) at [4Fe4S] or [2Fe] agrees with the present and earlier data [29, 35, 39, 
40, 42]. Protonation (H+) at a cysteine ligand of [4Fe4S] is favored in the two-electron 
reduced HhydH and the one-electron reduced Hred´ states (this work and refs [29, 35]). If 
the second proton in H2 does not correspond to the proton at [4Fe4S] in HhydH, a further 
oxidized intermediate (HoxH) with a proton at [4Fe4S] may be formed after delivery of two 
protons to [2Fe] and H2 release, which deprotonates to form Hox, as suggested by our earlier 
studies [29]. HhydH accumulates under H2 only for an impaired adt/C169 proton path. HoxH 
accumulates under reducing conditions for impaired [4Fe4S] deprotonation (at acidic pH) [29, 
35]. Under physiological H2 turnover conditions, the H-cluster therefore may cycle between 
Hox and Hred´.         
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